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Message From
the Director
ASI’S VISION, MISSION &
ETHOS
Dear ASI Families, Students, and Stakeholders,
I am excited to share that ASI has officially adopted its school Vision, Mission, and Ethos!
Before sharing, I want to recap the process of drafting and finalizing ASI’s School Vision, Mission, and Ethos that took place. All parents, teachers, and University stakeholders were invited
to a Town Hall to participate in working groups where they reviewed the organizational definitions of Vision, Mission, and Ethos, reviewed our English speaking school counterparts in
Morocco Vision, Mission, and Ethos, and concluded in drafting their own group Vision, Mission, and Ethos for ASI. There were 10 working groups in all.
After the town hall in a follow up meeting, a small working group of PA members, parents,
teachers, and a student representative met to review the 10 proposed Visions, Missions, and
Ethos from the town hall working groups. The group identified trends and themes and I am
delighted to share that we have finalized the following:
Vision: ASI inspires students to be critical thinkers with holistic
knowledge while seeking academic excellence and embracing integrity.
Mission: ASI equips students with the critical thinking skills and holistic knowledge necessary
to access a multitude of fields, post-secondary study, by:
Providing a student-centered learning environment that offers rigorous academics;
Reassuring exposure to cross-cultural experiences so that students are globally minded;
Developing proficient multi-lingual students;
Encouraging the ethos associated with academic excellence, integrity, and the moral and
intellectual development of all students.
Ethos:
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As your School Director, I am very enthusiastic, energized, and focused on leading ASI to realize our stated Vision, Mission, and Ethos. Your continued support and partnership in our
Mission is much appreciated.
Joseph M. Kotarski

Special points of Interest


School start at 8:15 am. Please commit
to arriving to school by 8:05 am so that
your child is on time and ready to
utilize every minute of learning!



Engrade, our online grade and communication Portal has been launched. If
you have not received your log-in
credentials please e-mail the school to
obtain yours ASAP!



Parent Teacher/Student Led Conferences will take place Dec 2.

M.Ed., M.A.
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ASI SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEES
Thank you to those of you who
have signed up to sit on a Parent
Teacher School Improvement
Committee. We are working to
announce Committee’s first meeting dates by the end of the month
and initial meetings will begin in
December. The Director will be in
contact with each committee.

PLEASE WELCOME
NEW TEAM MEMBERS
TO ASI FAMILY
It is my pleasure to introduce and welcome
2 new ASI employees to our family- Hanane
Bousellama and Fatima Brown.
Hanane Bousellama will be serving as the
Director's administrative assistant with
particular focus on Human Resource and
Purchasing management. Hanane has
worked in the AUI Human Resource office
for 15 years. She brings to us a wealth of
experience in HR and will also be a valuable
asset to serve as a bridge between ASI and
AUI business offices. Her office is located
just next to my office.
Fatima Brown is our new 5th grade teacher.
Fatima has a range of experience from K-5th
grade and has a Masters of Education in
Organizational Management from Endicott
College in Massachusetts, USA. She also
has a Bachelor's of Science in Elementary
Education with Focus on Special Education. Further she has certification is Gifted
and Talented Education. She was a student
at AUI from 2001-2003 giving her insight to
life and culture in Ifrane.
I also want to take this opportunity to thank
Ms.Broadley for her service as the 5th grade
teacher. Ms. Broadley was originally
brought to ASI to serve as the School Librarian and we would like to get Ms. Broadley
back to her original mission and job focus. We are eager to reopen our school
library and make it an integral part of the
curriculum and school culture. Ms. Broadley and I have been working with Dr. Lofti
to get support from the University to ensure
a well structured program and reorganization takes place. Currently, staff from the
Mohammed 6 Library are working in the
ASI Library to sort and stock our bookshelves and to clairify the process of checkin and check out of books. We hope to have
the Library open very very soon.

ASI PARENT TEACHER/STUDENT LED CONFERENCES
DECEMBER 2ND, FROM 8:00-12:00, & 1:00-5:00
TWO YEAR OLDS-6TH GRADE: Your
child's homeroom teacher will lead the conference by reviewing all of your child's class grades
and comments with you, including elective and
language classes. However, if you wish to speak
to your child's language or electives teachers
they will be accessible by walk in appointment
in the main administrative building.
To help us best serve you please visit the web
link below to schedule an appointment with
your child's homeroom teacher by Wednesday,
November 30th. If you have more than one
child in the lower school you will need to complete a form for each child you have.
www.tinyurl.com/PTCasi

9th-12th GRADE: Student Led Conferences
will be taking place. As a reminder, Student Led
Conferences allows students' to reflect, present,
and defend their performance, goals, areas of
strength and areas of growth for the trimester.
Please visit the web link below and complete
the form to schedule an appointment to come
and sit on your child's SLC panel by Wednesday, November 30th.
http://tinyurl.com/SLCasi

7th-8th GRADE: Your child's teachers will be
available on a walk in basis in the ASI Administration building to discuss class grades and
comments with you.

ASI ATTENDS THE COP 22!
From the 7th until the 18th of November 2016, Morocco hosted the
COP 22 an International event
sponsored by the United Nations to
increase the awareness and fight
for climate change and global
warming. The high school of ASI
was honored to attend the event
and access several presentations on
clean and renewable energies. In
addition, students attended the
International Renewable & Sustainable Energy Conference and
visited the Green Energy Park. The
trip took place from Monday the
14th until Wednesday the 16th, and
was supervised by Ms. Houda Ennaceri, Mr. Mohamed Aakouk, and Ms. Asmae Khaldoun. During the
three days of the trip, students were able to learn various new things related to clean energies and the
fight against global warming. A big thank you to our chaperones for a successful trip! For more details of
the events and accounts please see pages 6-8.

When you find a moment, please welcome
both Fatima and Hanane to our community.
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MIDDLE SCHOOL GOES TO THE RABAT ZOO
On Friday, November 11th, Mrs.
Ennaceri and Ms. Ali Mollah
accompanied the sixth, seventh
and eighth grade classes on a daylong excursion to the Rabat Zoological Gardens. This was to be a
new experience for some students, and a “repeat performance” for others; all shared a
sense of anticipation about what
creatures we would be able to
observe. We were particularly
anxious to see a male Atlas lion,
as on a previous visit, only the
females had been on view.( While
it is, sadly, extinct in the wild, the
zoo’s breeding program seeks to
revive and protect this magnificent symbol of our local region.)
Alas, some display compounds
were empty for unexplained reasons, including those for the cheetahs, African elephants and wild
boars. However, we were heartened to find an Atlas male lion and several females happily sunbathing
and very willing to display some playful and affectionate behavior for us. Some students were reminded
of the antics of their own much smaller, domesticated cats back home - they learned that feline habits
are much the same across the species! Other animals which delighted us included the white rhinoceros,
eagles, vultures, and red-billed black swans. We also saw two types of giraffes, the Rothschild and Masai, and the cheetah-like servals.
We wound up our visit by sharing lunch at the zoo’s restaurant, where we devoured pizzas, pasta and
sandwiches before the journey home. A quick visit to the pedagogical garden, which is currently under
construction, assured us that there will still be more to see - next time!

SENIOR PROJECT FUNDRAISING
The class of 2017 is beginning their
campaign to raise money to support
their Senior project. While in its
early stages, the senior project will
be developing a fashion magazine
that requires them to take trips to
Rome and Paris to collect some
observational data. Over the coming
months there will be various activities led by the seniors that aim at
raising money for this trip. The
Seniors hosted Karaoke Night on
Friday 11/25 where students were
able to compete and show their
VOICE!

ASI LADY LIONS VOLLEYBALL
Rabat American School hosted on November 11 and 12 the Varsity Volleyball Tournament within the Moroccan American Schools Athletic Conference MASAC. Our Al Akhawayn School of
Ifrane Girls ‘Team took part in this tournament which included teams from the Rabat American
School (RAS), Casablanca American School (CAS), George Washington Academy (GWA), American Academy of Casablanca (AAC), American School of Tangier (AST) and American School of
Marrakech (ASM)
Our Team lost against GWA, and CAS, and won the game against AAC. We seeded 3rd in our
pool, and 5th overall. Rim Bouia, G12 student was selected as one of the most Valuable Players (MVP) of the Tournament, and she got an award for this achievement !
Congratulations Rim!
The Lady Lions have shown a high level of team spirit and communication. It is particularly
significant as our ASI Girls were the smallest team in the entire Tournament. Please join us in
congratulating our ASI Girls’ Volleyball Team for their great sportsmanship and competitive-

ASI SPORTS CALENDAR
EVENTS THAT WILL FOLLOW IN
THE MASAC CALENDAR FOR
THIS YEAR WILL BE AS FOLLOWS:

TRACK AND FIELD AT GWA, (DEC
3RD 2016),

BADMINTON TOURNAMENT AT
ASI, (MARCH 10TH AND 11TH 2017)

SOCCER TOURNAMENT AT GWA,
APRIL 19TH 2017)

SWIM MEET AT RAS (MAY
20TH 2017)
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DRAMA CLUB PERFORMANCE

ON TUESDAY THE 29TH OF
NOVEMBER AL AKHAWAYN
UNIVERSITY DRAMA CLUB
PRESENT A PERFORMANCE
IN THE AUDITORIUM,
BUILDING 17. THE TITLE OF
THIS SATYR IS, BREAKING
NEWS AND THE PERFORMANCE STYLE IS MINIMALIST, TO ENCOURAGE THE
DEVELOPMENT OF PERFORMANCE SKILLS IN THE
YOUNG ACTORS INVOLVED. THE PERFORMANCE STARTS AT 7.30 AND
LASTS APPROXIMATELY ONE
HOUR. -MS. BROADLEY

Call for Volunteers!
ASI has a couple of different
opportunities where we are
seeking volunteers to help out
at the school. First, we are
looking for those interested in
working with Pre-K as a classroom assistant in the mornings.

6TH GRADES VOLCANIC ERUPTION!
Did you know there
are over 100 volcanic craters and dozens of sinkholes just
20 minutes from
ASI? The sixth
grade went to explore some of these
exciting landforms
combining social
studies, English
Language Arts, and
adventure! The
class’s curiosity
about everything
from glistening
specks on the path to the crater and sinkhole themselves was so enthusiastic that
Mrs. Reimer wondered if some students might end up spending the night! Undaunted by fallen cedars, tough climbs, and dramatic descents, these explorers pushed
ahead to discover and enjoy everything they possibly could. A leisurely picnic and
recess in the crater afterward topped off a perfect day! “Curiosity is the wick in the
candle of learning.” William Arthur Ward

We are exploring introducing
journalism as an elective in the
future at ASI. If you are interested in helping out with course
design and teaching the Director would love to hear from
you!
Finally, we are always looking
for interested volunteers who
can contribute to our after
school extra curricular program
offerings.
If any of this is interesting to
you please contact the Director!

ASI DEBATE TOURNAMENT DEC 11TH-12TH
The ASI Debate Team is hosting their first Debate Tournament from Saturday, December 10th through Sunday 11th, 2016 under the auspices of the NSDA. This tournament will include Public Forum, Lincoln/Douglas, Dual Interpretation, POI (Performance
Art), and Poetry Reading.
‘The National Speech and Debate Association, formerly the National Forensic
League, is an interscholastic speech and debate organization serving middle school, high
school, and college students in the United States. The Association provides competitive
speech and debate activities, resources, training, scholarship opportunities, and advanced
recognition’
The high school students will compete against GWA, Fes American Academy, Khalil Jibran
School and the Great Debaters Association.
The contests will take place in ASI on Saturday and Sunday morning and in AUI on Sunday
afternoon for the finals.You are welcome to attend this event.
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THE MUSIC ROOM
Hello from the music room,
I am happy to announce, that we will have two concerts in December.
1. Library Concert - December 8th at 6.30pm: The Library Concert is for students that play an
instrument and want to perform in front of an audience. Please let me know, if your child wants to
participate in the concert by sending an email to i.eddouks@aui.ma with your child's name and the
piece(s) he/she wants to perform. The concert is open for everyone, please come and support our
young musicians.
2. Cultural Evening - December 15th at 6.30pm : The Cultural Evening will be a sing-along of
all classes in the admin building. We will present you, what the kids practiced in music class. Everyone's participation is highly appreciated.
November also has a new Musician of the Month, the famous Baroque composer Johann Sebastian
Bach. He is one of the most remarkable composer of human mankind, who lived from 1685-1750.
Bach's contributions to music are frequently compared to the "original geniuses" of William Shakespeare in English literature and Isaac Newton in physics. Recordings of three of his compositions
were sent to space with Voyager 1, the farthest human made object from Earth, in 1977. Here are
some links to listen to his music:
Toccata and Fugue in D minor, BWV 565
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nnuq9PXbywA
Brandenburg Concerto No. 2, BWV 1047
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=olLi5RtE_6M
Prelude and Fugue No.1 in C Major, BWV 870
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkNzx7hXu_U
My goal is not to make Mr. Bach your favorite composer, but to rather make you listen to his music
that inspired generations of artists until today.
Musically yours,
Isabel Eddouks

ASI TEACHER PGP
As part of ASI’s teacher professional development
program and quality assurance of high impact teaching and learning, all teachers have now have Professional Growth Plans. Teachers met with growth
partners where they went over self-assessment evalu-

ations and preliminary lesson observation notes to
set 3 professional growth goals for the academic year.
Teachers set a goal, a target for measure, and strategies, support, and interim checks were drafted by the
growth partner. Below is an example.
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Marrakech Correspondent Rim Bouia
Day 1:
On day 1, we went to the Green Energy Park in Bengrir where we met Mr.
Abu Bakr who explained to us the difference materials and technologies
found in the park. He explained to us that this parc promotes research and
developing in Morocco. We were able to see in the first lab which was dedicated to edging which means the simulation of photovoltaic powers. In this
lab, we can also put metals in a compartment with varying temperatures and
see how the metal is affected. In lab 2, we saw microscones where 2 liquids
are put in a solid to see how the solid is affected by water. This is used to
see how rain affects solids where we saw cleaning mirrors. We saw photovoltaics that are static and extract electricity directly. We also saw the mirrors reflect light and heat water which results in steam where this steam is
turned into turbines. The goal of this park is to try and produce cheaper kilowatts. We also went through the 3 families of PV technologies of Silicon, thin
film and CPV (condensed photovoltaics) and got information about those.
We also saw the solar panels and got a clear view about how they are used.

Models of the solar panels displayed at
COP 22.

A model of the Green Zone

Day 2:
On Day 2, we went to the IRSEC conference where we attended the presentation of Rachid Yazami who gave a presentation about the creation of Lithium Ion batteries for lean energy storage. He
gave us the real life examples about the batteries in our phones and how some phones exploded
because of their batteries mainly the Samsung galaxy note 7. These lithium ion batteries are the
most efficient and he said that they have revolutionized technology. He said that a battery is a
reactor that needs to be heavily monitored because if not then the temperature and pressure increases in the device making it explode. He also said that the cellphone has only one battery
while a laptop can have until four batteries which is more dangerous than a phone, an electric bike
has fifteen batteries and cars have a thousand batteries which is a huge amount of energy produced and consumed. Sony was able to find a battery with increased energy but it is less safe
than lithium batteries. He also said that there are other ways of storing energy such as constructing water pumps but batteries are more efficient and he hopes that Morocco will start producing
batteries especially since Morocco has phosphate which is essential in the making of batteries.
After the IRSEC conference, we went to the COP 22 village in the green zone where we saw
things that were fascinating. We saw models of electrical cars that were created such as the famous car created by Imad Morchid that is 100% electrical. We also saw models of solar towers
and panels. We also saw a swiss company that uses garbage to produce petrol and that uses
atmosphere gas to make water. We also had a look at solid furnitures such as chairs that were
made by cardboard which was fascinating.
Day 3:
We went again to the IRSEC conference where we assisted the presentation of Mrs. Asmae
Khaldoun and Mrs. Houda Ennaceri. We also stayed for the closing ceremony where we saw that
people from all around the world such as Australia, Singapore, France and their projects. We also
got the luxury of watching the award ceremony where these professors received awards for their
presentations.

Solar panels in the Green Park in Bengrir
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Marrakech Correspondent Mehdi Aderbaz
I will be talking about the school trip to the different events in Marrakech, and what did we did on the trip.
The first day, we went at 7:30 AM, and arrived at 5:00 PM, before arriving to Marrakech, we stopped in a
university called “Université Mohammed VI Polytechnique” in Bengrir. In this university, they have solar
panels that work to produce electricity for the people who live beside the university, they also have German electrical cars with their batteries charging, we had two men explaining for us the idea of the work,
and since we were really tired we just went straight to the hotel, and slept. The next day morning after
taking our breakfast, we went to IRSEC, where we saw some excellent presentations concerning the climate change.
We also saw the Moroccan scientist who invented lithium ion batteries. He said that in every battery in
phones or almost every battery we use now in the world has a lithium ion for protection from explosion, I
took a selfie with him! At the afternoon or after the IRSEC conference, we went to the COP 22 we saw
some inventions that will not affect the world by pollution, an example is cars with electrical batteries,
these cars will work only by solar energy or wind energy, but I don’t think people would afford the money
to buy these cars. There is a 25 years old Moroccan who invented a 100 percent electrical car by his own in
his house, he named the car by the name of his family. In Cop 22 people came around the world to share
with us their ideas and inventions to make the world less polluted for the other generations.
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Marrakech Correspondent Chihab-Eddine
From the 7th until the 18th of November 2016, Morocco has organized
an International event sponsored mainly by the United Nations to increase the awareness and fight for climate change and global warming.
The high school of ASI was honored to attend the event which is COP
22 along with several presentations on clean and renewable energies.
The trip took place from Monday the 14th until Wednesday the 16th,
and was supervised by Ms. Houda Ennaceri, Mr. Mohamed Aakouk,
and Ms. Asmae Khaldoun. During the three days of the trip, students
were able to learn various new things related to clean energies and the
fight against global warming.
Monday, November 14th, 2016:
On Monday, the first day of the trip, students headed to Marrakesh
early on that morning, and had their first major educational stop at Benguerir. They visited the Green
Energy Park of Benguerir, where they got a walk around by two scientists. The park contained different
labs and some of the latest technologies to study and develop clean renewable energies. The guides
showed visitors ways they use to maximize the amount of production of solar energies and how to discover all kinds of problems related the solar panels due to different factors, mainly natural such as wind,
temperature, etc. The lab had stands, each used for a specific task. In one of the stands, there was a
machine that scans solar panels to see if there is any cracks in the mirror; this machine uses several
colors to represent different properties of the mirror such as temperature and density. Outside the lab,
the park had a vast area with solar panels and a huge turbine that generates electricity through solar
energy. The scientists explained to their visitors how the energy is produced and how difficult it is to
store.
Tuesday, November 15th, 2016:
On the second day of the trip, students attended both IRSEC 16 and COP 22. IRSEC stands for the
International Renewable and Sustainable Energy Conference which was held in parallel to COP 22. The
first presentation, Prof. Rachid Yazami, University of Singapore, explained the future of batteries and
related it to the storage of renewable energies. Since Mr. Yazami is the creator of the Lithium batteries,
he took the crowd into an adventure through time where he told the story of his invention and discovery
from day 1. Apparently, Lithium turned out to be the element with the best properties for storing and using energy from a battery containing the element. An anode and a cathode are also necessary for the
battery to work. Thus, The Moroccan worldwide known scientist responsible for the creation of Lithium
battery, started a technological revolution which resulted in the creation of smart phones, laptops, everyday use simple machines, etc. As he concluded, the future of optimizing the use and storage of batteries
will be related to Lithium because it is hard to find an element that works better.
After attending the presentation, students headed to COP 22 which was near the conference. COP 22, is
an international event held by Morocco as part of UN efforts to fight global warming and climate change.
However, the village for the COP was divided into two zones; the green zone is an exposition for the
public and anyone who wants to visit seeking more knowledge and opportunities to discover the latest
development in technologies, and the blue zone is only for world leaders as it held conferences to come
up with new plans. The village had people from all around the world and companies advertising for their
products and plans that are environment friendly; for example: cars that work with electricity or renewable energies to limit CO2 emissions.
Wednesday, November 16th, 2016:
In the last day of the trip, students attended IRSEC 16 event again and stayed until the closing ceremony. First they watched a couple of lectures presented by scientists from different parts of the world seeking to make the globe a cleaner and advanced place.Then, Ms. Asmae Khaldoun presentation started
and was about solar energy where most of the work was done by Ms. Houda Ennaciri for her PhD and
was presented later on that day. The main idea was about making clearer mirrors for solar panels that
are better and cheaper as well. The conference took most of the day and during the closing ceremony,
many scientists were called to the stage to receive awards and certificates for their work. Afterwards,
students were done with their trip that mainly focused on learning about clean energy sources and new
ways of preserving their environment.
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EDUCATIONAL WORDS OF WISDOM
“The function of education is to teach one to think intensively
and to think critically. Intelligence plus character - that is the
goal of true education.”
Martin Luther King, Jr.

ASI is excited to announce we have reached a
tentative agreement with
Rosetta Stone Language
Learning to pilot the
online language immersion technology in our
school! Stay tuned!

“Education is not preparation for life; education is life itself.”
John Dewey
“The roots of education are bitter, but the fruit is sweet.”
Aristotle
“The direction in which education starts a man will determine his future in life.”
Plato

Al Akhawayn School in
Ifrane
Hassan Ave II
PO Box 104
Ifrane, 53000
Morocco

Inquiries
Phone: (+212)-535-562-198
Email:
H.Berrada@aui.ma .

Questions, Comments, Concerns?
Your feedback is important to us!
Please contact Director Kotarski at:
E-Mail” J.Kotarski@aui.ma

YOUR LOGO HERE
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